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Abstract-The main theme of the present paper is to establish a formula for calculating the 
Inverse Laplace transformation of functions of the form pl(s’/2)/p,,(~~/~) F[(P~(s’/~))~]. This result 
is used to obtain the Inverse Laplace transforms of generalized hypergeometric and Lommel functions 
of 7~ variables. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In spite of the numerous applications of one-dimensional Laplace transformation, the idea natu- 
rally arose of generalizing the transform functions of n variables. However, the determination of 
the original function f(z) from the following complex inversion formula is often a great difficulty. 
fZC,‘{F(S); 2) = f(Z) = (2~i)-~ / exp(B. ?)F(.T) d3, man+, cr>cr, 
(6) 
where 3 = (x~,Q,. . . ,z,),s=(s~,s~ ,..., s,)~~EIWn+,andIWn+={a::~~IW~,~:o}. 
In this paper, we obtained the inverse Laplace transformations of functions of the form 
p;j;1/2)/11;1;(s1/2)F[(pl(S1/2))2], where pl(s1i2) = s:‘~ + s:‘~ + . . . + s:” and p,(s1i2) = s:‘~ . 
s2 ,..sn , In the present work, the original space 0 (or class 0) is taken to consist, of all 
complex valued functions f that is sectionally continuous for 5 2 0 and of exponential order as 
5 4 co. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Assume that f (z”) , s-1/24(1/~) and 5 -3/2J(1/22) are functions of class Ck Let 
6) W(x); s) = 4(s), 
(ii) f. {2-1/2q5(1/2); s} = t(s), 
(iii) L {FE-~/~< (1/X2) ; s} = e(s), 
(iv) L {zf (x”) ; s} = H(s), 
where ~-~/~exp(-sa: - u/x)~(u) and x~l/~exp (-sz - 2u1j2/x) f(u) belong to Ll[(O,oo) x 
(0, co)]. Then, 
It is assumed that the integrals involved exist for n = 2,3,. . . , N. 
(2.1) 
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PROOF. First, we apply the definition of one-dimensional Laplace transform to obtain 
Jrn 0 2-“2exp(-sz)f#J (S) dz = lW [I” x-“2exp (-sx - 5) f(u)&] dz (2.2) 
The integrand X-I/~ exp(-sz-u/a:)f(u) belongs to Lr[(O, 00) x (0, oo)], so, by Fubini’s Theorem, 
interchanging the order of the integral on the right side of (2.2) is permissible. By using (ii) on 
the left side and interchanging the order of integration on the right side of (2.2), we obtain 
E(S) = Jdm f(u) [I” x-1’2 exp (-3x - 9> dx] ~ZL, where me s > cl and cl is a constant. 
(2.3) 
From the tables by Roberts and Kaufman [l], (2.3) reads 
J(s) = (7) 1’2 lrn f(u) exp (-2~~‘~s”~) du. (2.4) 
Plugging (2.4) in (iii), we arrive at 
J=lJ 
O” L!?(s) = 7r1’2 Re s > cs and cs is a constant. 
0 0 
xe1i2f(u) exp (-sx - y) du] dx, 
(2.5) 
By the hypothesis, x -“2f(u) exp (-sx - (2~~‘~ /x)) belongs to Ll[(O, co) x (0, m)]. Using Fu- 
bini’s Theorem, we interchange the order of integration on the right side of (2.5). Next, we use 
a well-known result in Roberts and Kaufman [l] on the right-hand side of the resulting relation 
to obtain 
e(s) = lr 
Jrn 
sm112 f (u) exp (-23’2u1’4s”2) du, Re s > cp. (2.6) 
0 
By substituting u = v2 in (2.6), and replacing s with [pr(sr’“)]” and next multiplying both sides 
of the results relation by p,(~l’~), we arrive at 
Pl(s1/2)Pn(s1/2)e [ (PP~)“] 
J 
co 
= 27r vf (v2) p,(s1’2) exp ( -23’2v”2pl(s”2)) dv. (2.7) 
0
Using the following known result from Ditkin and Prudnikov [2]: 
si’2 exp ( -ast12) + 
Equation (2.7) can be rewritten as 
PI(s1/2)P,(s’/2)@ [ (@?)2] 
for i= 1,2 ,..., 12. 
71 2 
: - 
,(+Wp,(&2) 
Jm vf (v”) exp 
0 
(-2vpl(x-1)) dv. (2.8) 
Using (iv) in (2.8), we obtain 
-- 
pl(s1’2)p,(s1’2)e [(mm,‘] : Tin_2,,2;n(gq~ bW .
Therefore, 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose that f(x) = (KC)-‘/~COS [2/a~‘/~] . Then, 
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C)(S) = s-li2exp 
t(s) = l s+l/a2’ 
H(s) = =s 
s2 + (z)2’ 
Res > 0. 
Res > -f. 
Rea>O, Res>O. 
Using (2.1), we arrive at 
[a (p1’p’,2] “} = 
1 
n(n-3)/2p 
n 
($~2j&, + 1, ’ 
where Rea > 0, Re [pr(si/2)] > 0, n = 2,3,. . . , N. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let f(x) = x-~G~;E” whereh+k<2(m+n), Recx>Rebj+l, 
j = 1,. . . , m. Then, 
4(s) = s~-~G;!;;~ (argsl< (m+n-ihik)a. 
The same formula is valid if h < k (or h = k and Re, s > 1) and Rear < Re bj + 1, 
j=1,2 m. ,***, 
whereRe(l_cr)+2min Ftebj >O(j=1,2,...,k),Res>O. 
H(s) = 7r- 
(2a-1)/2,cr,a1,..., ah 
whereRe(2_2a)+2m;lnRebj >O(j=1,2,..., k), Re s > 0. Now we apply the result of this 
Theorem, to obtain 
(a-1/2),a,a ,..., ah 
bl,...,bk 7 
where 
sea < 1 + 2 min Rebj(j = 1,2,. . . , k),Re [pi(sr/2)] > 0. 
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